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The Gift That Keeps on Giving! 
You open up a stamped shipping carton and remove a colorful gift box --- and
then, impossibly, you proceed to put the stamped shipping carton into the gift
box. What was once on the outside is now on the inside...and vice versa. Each
box fits completely inside the other...again and again. It's a flat-out impossibility
--- and yet, there it is!

Box, Box, Paradox
Lubor's Gift is a completely updated version of Lubor's classic Gozinta Boxes.
Paul Harris fell in love with this astonishing paradox, brought it up to date with a
new look, then commissioned Alan Wong to collaborate with Lubor Fiedler to do
the stunning re-design. Lubor's Gift is the result. This is the only version
personally endorsed by its genius inventor, Lubor Fiedler, who uses it in every
one of his shows..

An Out-of-the-Box Visual Miracle 
Magic doesn't get any more organic or visually impactful than this. The two
boxes' contrasting colors and sharp design elements are an integral part of the
illusion itself, and enable you to perform Lubor's Gift on the largest stage and at
the most intimate get together. It's a phenomenal example of "plays big, packs
small." Best of all, it's self-contained and nearly self-working; you'll turn your
audience's minds inside out within minutes of opening it. Go ahead and hand
your spectators both boxes --- there's absolutely nothing for them to find.

A Beautiful Package That Packs a Punch
Lubor's Gift is precision-made and custom-crafted from the highest quality art
board. This is an unforgettable effect, impossible object and collector's item all in
one utterly magical package. It's extremely easy to do, and you're guaranteed to
have tons of fun performing it. So give your audiences a present they'll never,
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ever forget with Lubor's Gift!
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